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"Infrastructure” financing is not a well-defined term. It is a hybrid with 
characteristics associated with project finance, corporate debt, and LBO 
financings. However, market players all understand what infrastructure 
financing looks like and the value it can potentially drive for an 
infrastructure business.

Before 2015, infrastructure financing was predominantly a bank financed 
market; larger, more core infrastructure assets were also able to access the 
public bond markets. As regulation tightened for banks’ capital models in 
the latter half of the decade, they began to restrict lending, particularly 
where there was a tenor of more than five years. This coincided with the 
evolution of infrastructure equity, with greater delineation across the risk spectrum. In this context, the infrastructure debt 
market emerged with the establishment of infrastructure debt funds and end investor capability particularly in insurance 
alongside a trend for sponsors to shift focus to the longer-term debt markets, filling the space vacated by banks. 

This significant pool of global liquidity competed with banks and drove pricing down, while also offering enhanced structural 
flexibility for borrowers. In a low-rate environment, and with more appetite coming from the longer-dated private institutional 
market, owners of infrastructure assets were able to secure long dated debt at very attractive coupons meaning they could 
de-risk their investment over their entire hold period. Owners of smaller, more mid-market companies, unable to access the 
public markets due to size and rating considerations, were also able to obtain financing support from private institutional players.

Today, the European infrastructure financing market is a broad and substantial market, with numerous banks and institutional 
investors from around the world competing to lend to core / core+ assets in Europe on a rated or unrated basis. 

DWS’s Approach to Infrastructure Finance
At DWS, a key part of our value-add asset management approach is to put in place an efficient, long-term capital structure for 
our portfolio companies that will enable them to effectively pursue their business plans. For us, infrastructure financing is 
corporate in nature but with financial covenants (typically leverage and ICR), that contains large flexible capex facilities and allow 
regular dividend payments. The debt is provided by infrastructure relationship banks and long-term institutional investors, and 
normally has bullet repayment profiles at maturity. This type of financing is important for us as it allows us to support the growth 
of our portfolio companies whilst in parallel seeking to deliver a robust yield to our investors. 

To secure this type of financing structure, we typically invest in perpetual operational infrastructure assets that have stable and 
predictable cash flows while also having a business plan that requires significant investment over our investment horizon1. 

Stephen Davies, Partner, DWS Infrastructure 

Defining Infrastructure Financing 

A key part of our value-add asset management approach is to put in place an efficient, long-term 
capital structure… this type of financing allows us to support the growth of our portfolio companies 
whilst in parallel seeking to deliver a robust yield to our investors.

1 There is no assurance that investment objectives can be achieved.
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Current Market Environment 
A decade of cheap and relatively accessible debt followed the global financial crisis, particularly 
'for good infrastructure assets with strong sponsors. During this period, there were relatively few 
examples of failed debt raises; where a financing was unsuccessful, it could typically be attributed  
to a tainted asset history or an overly aggressive structuring. The European infrastructure debt 
market remained open during market turbulence, including the Covid-19 pandemic; conversely, the LBO / High-yield markets are 
much more volatile both in terms of cost and leverage levels and have experienced periods of complete shut down over the 
same period. 

Despite the recent challenging macroeconomic environment and rising interest rates, the infrastructure finance market 
continues to exhibit remarkable resilience. While M&A activity has taken a hit, financing and refinancing activity has remained 
robust, due in part to the credit profile of infrastructure assets, which has shown no material decline in quality. This highlights 
the inherent appeal of infrastructure in volatile times: the underwriting premise of the asset class is its stability and 
predictable long-term cash flows. 

However, there was a shift in financing strategy and sentiment observed as a result of the pandemic. Companies seeking waivers 
soon realised that this required engagement with multiple investors across the globe, with whom – in many cases – there was 
no real relationship. This coincided with a rising and higher rate environment, making many businesses and sponsors reluctant 
to lock in long-dated fixed rate date. It is not yet clear if this is a short-term strategy shift or the beginning of a longer-term trend 
to finance assets with relationship lenders on a shorter basis, with bank debt offering a more flexible source of capital.

We have seen lenders become more selective, due to the higher rate environment (see figure 1) coupled with heavier regulation 
across the European banking market. However, the market remains open for good assets with appropriately structured debt 
financings. Moreover, while the total cost of debt has increased due to the increase in benchmark rates, margins (the risk 
premium above the benchmark associated with the financing company) have been more stable and are at levels broadly 
consistent with the previous five years (please see figure 2, which shows the BBB infra index and the High-yield infra index).  

Figure 1: 7 year mid-swap rate from period January 2019 to May 2024

Source: BlueGamma, as of 8 April 2024.
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The Future of Infrastructure Finance
Looking ahead, we expect acquisition financing and refinancing activity to remain strong, fuelled by:
– continued demand, 
– the potential M&A market recovery, and 
– an improvement in fund raising for strong infrastructure sponsors. 

Additionally, the long-term outlook for infrastructure remains fundamentally strong, with many operational assets requiring 
future capex to align them with major thematic investment trends such as decarbonisation and digitalisation, driving further 
debt demand. Higher interest rates will translate into increased debt service demands and potentially lower valuations, but  
the inherent stability of the assets should help to mitigate this concern.

However, not all corners of the infrastructure market are immune to challenges. Riskier assets, such as those with merchant 
exposure, face greater headwinds than their core and core-plus counterparts. Nevertheless, even these riskier assets should  
still be able to access the market, provided the financing is structured in an appropriate way and backed by strong sponsors.

At DWS, we believe that – by following our investment strategy of investing in essential operational infrastructure assets in sectors 
with positive tailwinds and ensuring that our companies are viewed as implied investment grade by the lending markets and are 
appropriately structured to mitigate credit risk for lenders – we will be able to continue accessing the infra debt markets on 
attractive terms. Despite the raising rates environment seen over the last 18 months and the more challenging debt market 
conditions, all our recent financings have been secured on favourable terms, were significantly oversubscribed, and met all the 
key financing objectives.

Figure 2 (above) also demonstrates the relatively stable investment grade infra market versus the more volatile infra high-
yield market.

Figure 2: EUR iBoxx Infra BBB index and the High-yield Infra index from period January 2019 to May 2024

Source: iBoxx EUR Infrastructure BBB: BlueGamma, as of 8 April 2024; EUR HY Infra spread, S&P, as of 9 May 2024.
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The DWS Approach2

Typically, when a DWS fund acquires a new business, the team raises a 5-7 year committed acquisition facility provided by 
relationship banks. We then aim to refinance this facility within 2-3 years, at which point we would implement a steady-state 
longer term financing platform provided by banks and longer-term institutional investors. In many cases, an investment grade 
rating is secured by a third-party rating agency; if not, the long-term metrics will be sized to investment grade and positioned to 
the market as such.

2  Case studies are for illustrative purposes only and are provided to demonstrate the types of transactions entered into by the team previously.  They do not represent all the transactions 
and are not representative of the team’s investment experience as a whole nor are they representative of the transactions that may be available in the current market.

Case study: Ergea 

Ergéa is the leading European cancer care and advanced diagnostic imaging services platform, 
created through the integration of Medipass, RadioOnkologieNetzwerk and Althea UK. It was the first 
acquisition of the third DWS managed European infrastructure focused strategy made  in November 2020,  
followed by two significant add-ons made in 2021 and 2022.

The team secured a private BBB flat rating (stable outlook) and successfully closed the c. EUR 560 million 
refinancing of the acquisition facilities in May 2023. The new facilities were provided by a mix of banks and 
private institutional investors on 5-, 7-, 10- & 12-year tenors, and the interest rate risk has been fully hedged. 
A EUR 150 million revolving capex facility was secured as part of the financing to support the business. It is 

intended that the company will return to the term debt markets on a regular basis to restore headroom in  
the capex facility as they deliver the business plan. 

This was the first investment grade rated infrastructure financing achieved for a business in the cancer care sector. The debt, provided by  
a mix of leading infra banks and longer-term EUR and US private placement investors, was oversubscribed.

Case study: DGN

Deutsche Giganetz GmbH (“DGN”) is a fibre-to-the-home (“FTTH”) provider for residential, commercial 
and carrier customers in Germany, focused on rural and suburban regions. It was acquired  in 
September 2022, also by the third European focused strategy. 

DGN had secured EUR 365 million of capex facilities when we invested in the business, with the facility provided 
by a mixture of German and international infrastructure banks. In December 2023, DGN successfully raised 
further additional facilities of EUR 250m comprising a sustainability linked capex facility of EUR 240 million and  
a EUR 10 million Opex facility to help secure the company’s continuous fibre roll-out activity. 

Despite the well documented challenges in the European fibre market, the financing was oversubscribed with 
strong interest from both existing and new lenders (the financing also won the European Fibre Financing of the year from the Infrastructure 
Journal's prestigious annual awards process). The new facilities’ terms were largely aligned with the existing terms and includes an accordion 
option to raise an additional EUR 200 million facility. The facility is also sustainability linked, meaning the margin will reduce as DGN achieves 
mutually agreed sustainability targets.
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Contributor

Case study: North C  

NorthC was created by the 2019 acquisition and subsequent integration of NLDC and TDCG to form the 
largest independent provider of datacenter services in the Netherlands. 

In November 2021 we implemented a EUR 282m long-term financing structure, raised from a mixture of 
relationship banks and longer-term institutional investors. The transaction was unrated (due to its relatively small 
size at the time) but attracted interest from leading infrastructure banks and EUR private placement investors; 
lenders were attracted to the essential nature of the business, diverse client base, and well invested and diverse 
asset base. 

In September 2023 the company raised a further EUR 125 million from a sub-set of the existing lenders who were 
happy to support the business with increased commitments. The proceeds of the new financing were used to clean down the EUR 75 million 
capex facility and to pre-fund EUR 50 million of near-term investments. 

Case study: Hansea 

Hansea is one of the largest private operators in the public bus transport market in Belgium and a 
leading passenger transport operator in the Netherlands, acquired by the second European focused 
strategy in August 2019.

In September 2022 Hansea raised a EUR 151 million term loan, a EUR 100 million revolving capex facility and a 
EUR 15 million RCF, all on a 7-year tenor; the facilities were provided by a group of relationship banks and private 
institutional investors. This longer-term financing platform has a flat covenant profile and the flexibility to deliver 
the business plan over the next 5-7 years, including the electrification of the Hansea fleet. All new term debt 
has either been provided on a fixed basis, or been fully hedged, insulating the business from any further rate 

rises. There was strong interest from lenders, attracted by the company’s alignment to the energy transition and Hansea’s resilience and 
essentiality, as demonstrated by its robust performance during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Stephen Davies
Partner, DWS Infrastructure 



Disclaimer Risk Warning – Infrastructure 
An investment in infrastructure involves a high degree of risk, including possible 
loss of principal amount invested, and is suitable only for sophisticated investor 
who can bear such losses. Infrastructure investments will be susceptible 
to adverse economic, business, regulatory or other occurrences affecting 
infrastructure assets. 

Investments are subject to various risks, including market fluctuations, regulatory 
change, possible delays in repayment and loss of income and principal invested. 

The value of investments can fall as well as rise and you may not recover the 
amount originally invested at any point in time. Furthermore, substantial fluctuations 
of the value of the investment are possible even over short periods of time. 

The operation and cash flows of infrastructure debt obligors may depend, 
in some cases to a significant extent, upon prevailing market prices for 
commodities such as oil, gas, coal, electricity, steel or concrete. Investments 
in commodities are subject to risk, including possible loss of invested capital. 
The price of commodities (e.g. raw industrial materials such as gold, copper 
and aluminium) may be subject to substantial fluctuations over short periods 
of time and may be affected by unpredictable international monetary and 
political policies. Additionally, valuations of commodities may be susceptible to 
such adverse global economic, political or regulatory movements, regulatory 
changes, economic changes and adverse political or financial factors could have 
a significant impact on performance. 

Infrastructure investments can be affected by various factors, including general 
or local economic conditions and political developments, general changes 
in market sentiment towards infrastructure assets, high interest costs in 
connection with capital construction and improvement programs, difficulty in 
raising capital, costs associated with compliance with changes in regulations, 
regulation or intervention by various government authorities, including 
government regulation of rates, inexperience with and potential losses resulting 
from the deregulation of a particular industry or sector, changes in tax laws, 
environmental problems, technological changes, surplus capacity, casualty 
losses, threat of terrorist attacks and changes in interest rates. 

Important Information 
Issued in the UK and approved by DWS Alternatives Global Limited. DWS 
Alternatives Global Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority. 

Any reference to “DWS” shall, unless otherwise required by the context, be 
understood as a reference to DWS Alternatives Global Limited including any of 
its parent companies, any of its or its parent’s affiliates or subsidiaries and, as 
the case may be, any investment companies promoted or managed by any of 
those entities. 

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future returns. There can be no 
assurance that investment objectives will be achieved. 

Without limitation, this document does not constitute an offer, an invitation 
to offer or a recommendation to enter into any transaction. When making an 
investment decision, you should rely solely on the final documentation relating 
to the transaction and not the summary contained herein. 

© DWS Alternatives Global Limited 2024

For Investors in EMEA and APAC
DWS is the brand name of DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and its subsidiaries 
under which they do business. The DWS legal entities offering products or 
services are specified in the relevant documentation. DWS, through DWS Group 
GmbH & Co. KGaA, its affiliated companies and its officers and employees 
(collectively “DWS”) are communicating this document in good faith and on the 
following basis. 

This document is for information/discussion purposes only and does not 
constitute an offer, recommendation or solicitation to conclude a transaction 
and should not be treated as investment advice. 

This document is intended to be a marketing communication, not a financial 
analysis. Accordingly, it may not comply with legal obligations requiring the 

impartiality of financial analysis or prohibiting trading prior to the publication of 
a financial analysis. 

This document contains forward looking statements. Forward looking 
state¬ments include, but are not limited to assumptions, estimates, projections, 
opinions, models and hypothetical performance analysis. No representation or 
warranty is made by DWS as to the reasonableness or completeness of such 
forward looking statements. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 
The information contained in this document is obtained from sources believed 
to be reliable. DWS does not guarantee the accuracy, completeness or fairness 
of such information. All third party data is copyrighted by and proprietary to 
the provider. DWS has no obligation to update, modify or amend this document 
or to otherwise notify the recipient in the event that any matter stated herein, 
or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or 
subse¬quently becomes inaccurate. 

Investments are subject to various risks. Detailed information on risks is 
contained in the relevant offering documents. 

No liability for any error or omission is accepted by DWS. Opinions and estimates 
may be changed without notice and involve a number of assumptions which 
may not prove valid. 

DWS does not give taxation or legal advice. 

This document may not be reproduced or circulated without DWS’s written 
authority. 

This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, 
any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, 
state, country or other jurisdiction, including the United States, where 
such distribu¬tion, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law 
or regulation or which would subject DWS to any registration or licensing 
requirement within such jurisdiction not currently met within such jurisdiction. 
Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to inform 
themselves of, and to observe, such restrictions.

© 2024 DWS International GmbH

Issued in the UK by DWS Investments UK Limited which is authorised and 
regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority.

© 2024 DWS Investments UK Limited

In Hong Kong, this document is issued by DWS Investments Hong Kong Limited. 
The content of this document has not been reviewed by the Securities and 
Futures Commission.

© 2024 DWS Investments Hong Kong Limited
In Singapore, this document is issued by DWS Investments Singapore Limited. 
The content of this document has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority 
of Singapore.

© 2024 DWS Investments Singapore Limited

In Australia, this document is issued by DWS Investments Australia Limited 
(ABN: 52 074 599 401) (AFSL 499640). The content of this document has not 
been reviewed by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission.

© 2024 DWS Investments Australia Limited

For North America
The brand DWS represents DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and any of its 
subsidiaries, such as DWS Distributors, Inc., which offers investment products, 
or DWS Investment Management Americas, Inc. and RREEF America L.L.C., 
which offer advisory services.

This material was prepared without regard to the specific objectives, financial 
situation or needs of any particular person who may receive it. It is intended 
for informational purposes only. It does not constitute investment advice, a 
recom¬mendation, an offer, solicitation, the basis for any contract to purchase 
or sell any security or other instrument, or for DWS or its affiliates to enter 
into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequence of any information 
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contained herein. Neither DWS nor any of its affiliates gives any warranty as to 
the accuracy, reliability or completeness of information which is contained in 
this document. Except insofar as liability under any statute cannot be excluded, 
no member of the DWS, the Issuer or any office, employee or associate of 
them accepts any liability (whether arising in contract, in tort or negligence or 
otherwise) for any error or omission in this document or for any resulting loss 
or damage whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise suffered by the 
recipient of this document or any other person.

The views expressed in this document constitute DWS Group’s judgment at the 
time of issue and are subject to change. This document is only for professional 
investors. This document was prepared without regard to the specific objectives, 
financial situation or needs of any particular person who may receive it. No 
further distribution is allowed without prior written consent of the Issuer.

Investments are subject to risk, including market fluctuations, regulatory change, 
possible delays in repayment and loss of income and principal invested. The 
value of investments can fall as well as rise and you might not get back the 
amount originally invested at any point in time.

An investment in real assets involves a high degree of risk, including possible 
loss of principal amount invested, and is suitable only for sophisticated investors 
who can bear such losses. The value of shares/ units and their derived income 
may fall or rise.

War, terrorism, economic uncertainty, trade disputes, public health crises 
(including the recent pandemic spread of the novel coronavirus) and related 
geopolitical events could lead to increased market volatility, disruption to U.S. 
and world economies and markets and may have significant adverse effects on 
the global real estate markets. 

For Investors in Canada. No securities commission or similar authority in 
Canada has reviewed or in any way passed upon this document or the merits 
of the securities described herein and any representation to the contrary is 
an offence. This document is intended for discussion purposes only and does 
not create any legally binding obligations on the part of DWS Group. Without 
limitation, this document does not constitute an offer, an invitation to offer or 
a recommenda¬tion to enter into any transaction. When making an investment 
decision, you should rely solely on the final documentation relating to the 
transaction you are considering, and not the [document – may need to identify] 
contained herein. DWS Group is not acting as your financial adviser or in any 
other fiduciary capacity with respect to any transaction presented to you. Any 
transaction(s) or products(s) mentioned herein may not be appropriate for 
all investors and before entering into any transaction you should take steps 
to ensure that you fully understand such transaction(s) and have made an 
independent assessment of the appropriateness of the transaction(s) in the 
light of your own objectives and circumstances, including the possible risks and 
benefits of entering into such transaction. You should also consider seeking 
advice from your own advisers in making this assessment. If you decide to enter 
into a transaction with DWS Group, you do so in reliance on your own judgment. 
The information contained in this document is based on material we believe to 
be reliable; however, we do not represent that it is accurate, current, complete, 
or error free. Assumptions, estimates, and opinions contained in this document 
constitute our judgment as of the date of the document and are subject to 
change without notice. Any projections are based on a number of assumptions 
as to market conditions and there can be no guarantee that any projected 
results will be achieved. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. 
The distribution of this document and availability of these products and services 
in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. You may not distribute this 
document, in whole or in part, without our express written permission.

© 2024 DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA. All rights reserved. 
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